
MANAGE YOUR  
CAR TERMINAL WITH EASE

Combining advanced software  with multiple  identification, positioning and telemetric 
technologies, Asset Agent from IDENTEC SOLUTIONS  is a robust platform that enables real-time 
visibility, monitoring and control of all car movements and handling processes at a car terminal. 
Created as a modular solution that covers several areas of operations, Asset Agent is ready to 
improve your RoRo operations. 
  
To help transform the way car terminals manage import-export processes and establish 
sustainability, IDENTEC SOLUTIONS delivers real-time systems based on more than 20 years of 
experience, designed to integrate into your infrastructure and operations characteristics - Asset 
Agent is a fit for brown or green field, ready to communicate with several Terminal Operating 
Systems.
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Car location when parked
Know the correct parking spot 
of every car on your premises - 
automatically and in real-time 
using the VIN whenever you move 
vehicles.

Vehicle registration when embarking 
Identify the right car for the loading 
process immediately, know which 
driver drove which car and  understand 
the status of the car  carrier loading 
operation in real-time.

Car pick-up for hinterland transfer
Assign car jobs to drivers, register 
 vehicles when loaded on the 
truck and know which cars have 
been moved in real-time and 
automatically. 

Car delivery by train 
Register new cars at your premises 
in  real-time when arriving by train/
trailer and record their parking spot 
 automatically.

Car customization after 
disembarkment
Register new cars at your yard in 
real-time when disembarked from 
a vessel, identify their parking spot 
and record all  customisation work 
automatically.

ASSET AGENT 
MODULES OVERVIEW
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ABOUT IDENTEC SOLUTIONS 

Among the potentially dizzying array of change and challenge it’s reassuring to 
know that there are easy-to-use, robust products that are accessible everywhere, 
providing a common platform based on industry standards and driven by a 
detailed understanding of markets and customer needs.

That’s what we’ve been creating at Identec Solutions for over 20 years. If you’d 
like to know more about our technical expertise, in-depth application of know-
how and long standing experience, call us now on +(43) 5577 87387-0 or visit 
identecsolutions.com

“ Asset Agent revolutionizes 
RoRo operations at car 
terminals with flexibility, 
real-time location data, and 
zero infrastructure cost, 
ensuring quick deployment. 
Easily integrates with 
digital twin solutions on the 
terminal. A must-have for 
efficient logistics.” 

–     Norbert Klettner, Managing Director, 
akquinet port consulting GmbH 


